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Spectral Distribution of the Photomagnetoelectric Effect in Semiconductors: Theory
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A solution of the differential equations describing the photomagnetoelectric (PME) effect in semi-
conductors under small injection of arbitrary spatial distribution is derived for the infinite slab. The results
are presented in graphical form showing PME response vs absorption coeS.cient with bulk lifetime, surface
recombination velocities, and slab thickness as parameters.

I. INTROD VCTION

'HE photomagnetoelectric (PME) effect which was
6rst observed in cuprous oxide' has recently

attracted considerable interest. ' " It is of importance
in connection with the measurement of bulk lifetime
and surface recombination rates in semiconductors, as
a potential tool in the study of surface states, and as a
basis for the development of photosensitive devices.
The following is an extension of the theory which de-
scribes the effect in its dependence on the wavelength
of the incident light.

where g (x,y,z; t) is the rate of (external) pair generation
superimposed on the thermal generation and recombina-
tion mechanism characterized by r. The other symbols
have the customary meanings. The equations hold
under the assumption of Boltzmann statistics and no
magnetoresistance. We further assume: (1) local charge
neutrality, p —p, =e—es, gradp=grade; (2) a slab of
semiconductor infinite in the x and z directions; (3)
steady state; (4) short- or open-circuit conditions;
(5) small Hall angles; (6) small injection levels, so that

II. SOLUTION OF THE BASIC EQUATIONS
IP Pol = le——«l«s(ps+co) (6a)

The carrier transport through a semiconductor in
the presence of an electric field R and a steady mag-
netic field 8= IH I

k, and under arbitrary bulk genera-

tion, is described by the following equations:

(Be/Bt) = —(e es)/r +—q 'div J„+—g(x,y,z; t), (1)

(Bp/Bt) = —(p po)/r„—q' div J„—+g(x,y,z; t), (2)

IP Pol = le——«l«(ps+~co)/(&+1);

(7) constant lifetime; (8) the bulk generation rate is
function, of y only, g(x,y,z; t) =g(y). One then obtains
the following differential equation for the excess carrier
density P= p ps, —

Ji.t,
——J„+J„

J„=qti„eE+qD„grade+tane„(J Xk),

J~= qp~p E qD„gradp+t—ane~( J„Xk),

(3)

(4)

(5)

P" L'P = D—'g (y), —- (7)

where L= (Dr)' is the diffusion length and D=D~b
X(ps+co)/(po+beo) is the ambipolar diEusivity. We
impose the boundary conditions
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8

and

Ni+DP'(0) =siP(0) at y=0,

{Rs—DP (w) =ssP(zv) at y= w,

(8a)

where N, 1, 3,2 are the generation rates on the front and

the back surface respectively and s&, s2 are the corre-

sponding surface recombination velocities which are
assumed constant. If Ii is the flow density of (unre-

flected) photons entering the front surface and Is is the

photon current density leaving the sample on the back
surface, the following relationship holds:

Ii= N.i+{Rs+~ g(y)dy+Is.
0

A solution of Eq. (7) under the boundary conditions (8)
is given by
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where

pV
P =e/e///~+Pe "'~ (—L/D)

~
g (i)) sinh [(y—i))/L jdi),

0

(5)+$1)(R2+ (5) $2) (R1 exp( —w/I)+ (K)+si)Z

(X)+$1)(K)+$2) exp(w/I) —(S—si) (X)—$2) exp( —w/L)

(10)

(11a)

(n —si) (R~+ (&+sg) (Ri exp(w/L)+ (n —si) &

(&+si) (X)+$~) exp(w/L) —(S—si) (X)—s,) exp( —w/I)
(11b)

1 /' t'w i)) t'w —i)$
g(~) D cosh] I+»L»nh((L) EL) (11c)

and X)=D/L. This general solution is valid even if the
bulk generation is an arbitrary function of y and may
thus be used to investigate photoconductive and PME
response when the incident light contains components
of difI'erent absorption coefficients, in which case the
generation function g(y) has the form

so that a noticeable portion of the incident radiation
reaches the back surface, internal reflections will occur,
leading for a particular wavelength to a generation
function:

g(y) =I [2 (« '")" "ke '"
4 06d.

k2

g(y) =)t i,(k)ke "&dk,

ky

(12) s even
(«—ku) ((—1)ke—k(w —y)j (14)

g(y) =PI;k;e "*'//. (13)

Similar considerations apply when the sample is
illuminated from both sides. If the absorption coeK-
cient is small as compared to the thickness of the slab

where i(k) is the incident photon flow density per unit
k (k= absorption coefEcient) describing the spectral
intensity distribution within a band ranging in ab-
sorption coeKcient from k~ to k2. If the incident light
consists of several lines, each with a photon current
density I, and an absorption coefficient k;, g(y) is
given by

in which ~ denotes the percentage of photons reRected
back into the sample when they reach a surface. Since
the solution [Eq. (10)]also contains surface generation
rates in addition to the bulk generation function, it
can be applied to the case where surface levels cause
generation independent of bulk absorption at a par-
ticular wavelength even if it is not strongly absorbed
by the bulk.

In the following, however, we restrict ourselves to
the simple special case in which S,i ——(R2——0, and g(y)
=Ik exp( —ky), where k is the absorption coeff)cient of
the incident monochromatic radiation. Under these
conditions, one obtains

Iw E (E—S2) (W Si)e x (E+Si) (W—+S2)e~—
P— e ~

D W' —E'( (W+Si) (W+Sg)e~ —(W—Si) (W—S2)e
—~

(K Sg) (W+Si)e x (E—+Si) (W—S2)e-
eY+e—(x/w) Y (15)

(W+Si) (W+S2)e~ —(W—Si) (W—Sg)e ~

with W=w/L, F=y/L, E=kw, Si=siw/D, and S~=$2w/D.
For the case where (1/L)=k the solution for P, Eq. (15), assumes the indeterminate form 0/0. Solving the

differential equation (7) for 1/I =k (W=E) then yields

P= E+S2+ (E 1—Sg) (E—Si) — F
e IC+ e—Y-

2D (E+Si)(K+Sg)ex (E'—Si) (K S2)e x —E— '

E S2+(E1—S2) (E+Si)— ' —
e(Y—x) (1{))

(E+Si)(E+S2)e (E—S,) (E'—S2)e—
The corresponding change in conductance per unit width, AG; the Dember field, Ez(y); the Dember

voltage, VD,. the short-circuit current density, J,&"~; the short-circuit current, I,&"&, per unit width, and
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the open-circuit PMK field, E &"&, are given by

pW

~G= q(l -+~.) (P Po)—dy
0

En —— q(D—D„)0—'(dp/—dy),

(17)

L ~sa& = qD8 (dp/dy)

W

I '-'= ~ I*"dy= q»— LP(o) P—(w) j,
0

E.&-' = I.~—-&/~w )

(2O)

(21)

(22)

or

1 (K Ss) (W——Sq) (1—e ~)e—~+ (E+5,) (W+S2) (1—e~)

W' —K' W (W+5&) (W+5,)e~—(W—5,) (W —5,)e—~

(E—Ss) (W+5~) (1—e~) e "+(K+5~) (W—S2) (1—e s') W
(1 e Ic)—

(W+51) (W+52)e~ —(W—5~) (W—Ss)e ~ E

w'q (IJ,.+p„)I E

for kW1/L, (23)

W and may all be calculated by substituting Eq. (15) or
p'n=

~

gndy=q(D„—D )e.—&[P(o)—P(w) j (19) (16) respectively. We are particularly interested in

0 photoconductivity, AG,"

w'q(~-+u, )I E+Ss+ (E 1—Ss) (E——Sg)
+ (1 e K)

. (K+5,) (K+Ss)e (K—5,) (K 5,)—e-~ K —E'

E—Ss+ (K 1—5,) (E+—S,)
(K+5i) (K+Sz)e~ (K' ——Sg) (K Ss)e ~ —E

for k = 1/L, (24)

and the PME short circuit current, I '-',

I,(")= —qoIzv
t/I/' —E'

Ol

E (K—52) (W—Ss) (1—e ~). ~+ (K+Sg) (W+Ss) (1—es')

(W+Si) (W+Ss)e~ —(W—Sg) (W—Ss)e ~

(E—Ss) (W+5~) (1—e )e + (K+5~) (W—Ss) (1—e ~)
+(1—e ~) for kN1/L, (25)

(W+Sg)(W+52)e~ —(W—Sg)(W —Ss)e ~

(sc)
OIw E+Ss+(E—1—Ss) (E—Sg)

~
—X

2 (E+5,) (E+5,)e~ (E Sg) (K 52)e—— —

K+Ss+ (K 1—Ss) (K—5))—
e
—%+1 e

—K

(K+5~) (K+Ss)e~ (E—S~—) (E Ss)e-"—
E—S,+ (K —1—5,) (E+5,)

(e
—~—1) for k = 1/L. (26)

(K+5~) (E+52)e~ (K'—5~) (E Ss)e ~— —

The ratio of the PME short-circuit current over the
change in conductance, is thus independent of incident
light intensity.

These equations reduce to simpler expressions in the
following special cases:

(1) Slab thick compared to L: W))1; e~))1;
e ~&(1.

(2) Slab thin compared to L: W((1; e~ 1+W;
e ~ 1—8'.

(3) Strong absorption in, the thickness of slab:
1/k«w; K»1; e ~(&1. This case provides a result
that agrees with the literature.

(4) Weak absorption. in the thickness of slab:
(1/k)&)w; K«1; e ~ 1 K. Because of inter—nal re-

sections in this case, however, the more general for-
mula, Eq. (14), should be used.

(5) Absorption large in a diffusion length: 1/k«L;
E&)S'.

(6) Absorption small in a diffusion length: 1/k&)L;
E&&W.

(7) Front and/or back surface recombination domi-
nant over bulk recombination: L»D/s~ and/or D/ss,
W&(5~ and/or Ss.

(8) Bulk recombination dominant over front and/or
back surface recombination: L&&D/s~ and/or D/ss, .
W&)S~ and/or 52.

"For s1=52 this expression is equivalent to the one derived by
H. B.DeVore, Phys. Rev. 102, 86 (1956).
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Fro. 1. Photoconductance as a function of absorption coefI»cient for various values of lifetime and surface recombination
velocity.

Curve No. 1 2 5 6 7 8 9
Log10 ~1 —3 —3 1 1 5 5 5
LOg10 ~2 —3 1 1 5 3 1 5

(9) Front surface recombination dominant over back
surface recombination or vice versa: S»))S2 or S2))S».

(10) In addition there are the cases: E»S~, E&&S~,
X))S2, E&&Sg.

Substantial simpli6cations, however, usually only
result from a combination of two or more of conditions
1 through 10. Therefore, the specialized equations have
not been given for any individual case.

III. DISCUSSION

To illustrate the results of the theory the photo-
conductance, the PME short-circuit current, and the
ratio of the two functions has been plotted in Figs. 1

through 3 as a function of absorption coefficient for
various combinations of lifetime and surface recom-
bination velocities. Although most of the curves are
self-explanatory, some of the important features shall
be pointed out in the following by calculating several
special cases. The portions of the curves with E(1 are
not discussed because in this range the more accurate
formula, Kq. (14), should be used (requiring the

~2q(p +p )I W2 W2 +2 W2

2S2
X (27)

(W+Sg)e~ —(W—S2)e ~

The second term which is negative contributes signifi-
cantly only if E))S' and 8'(1, in which case we obtain

S2~GD

w'q(IJ, +p~)I W' W' W'+S2
(28)

The photoconductive response is thus independent of
absorption coeKcient and reaches its maximum value
(corresponding to a given bulk lifetime) for vanishing
back surface recombination. This case is illustrated by
curves I, 1, 2, 3; II, 1, 2, 3; and III, 1, 2, 3. For E«R
or S"&1, the inliuence of the back surface disappears
and one obtains

5'»S». The photoconductance is then given by the
expression

1 E2

knowledge of ~).
hGD/$w'q(y„+p„)I7 1/W', (29)

A. Photoconductance (Fig. 1) exemplified by curves IV, 1, 2, 3; V, 1, 2, 3; and VI, 1,
%e consider the case of strong absorption, X)&1, and 2, 3. The photoconductive response is dimini, shed by

small front surfa, ce recombination velocity, E»Sq, decreasing lifetime,
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B. PME Response (Fig. 2)

The photomagnetoelectric response is shown in Fig. 2.
For the case of strong absorption, E»1, negligible front
surface recombination, E, 8'»S~ and long bulk life-

time, W«1, one Ands

I.(-~ S,
qeIw W'+S2 E

(30)

When both surface recombination velocities are
negligible, 8', E))S~, S2, and the absorption is strong,
E»1 (curves II, 1; III, 1; IV, 1; V, 1;VI, 1), Eq. (29)
holds quite generally.

When the front surface recombination is dominant,
however, S~)&E, 8", one finds under most conditions
that the photoconductance for large absorption varies
close to 1/E as in all the curves 7, 8, 9 in Fig. 1.

The curves 4, 5, 6 in Fig. 1 constitute intermediate
cases all of which exhibit the well-known maximum of
photoconductance at an absorption coefficient, k, be-
tween 1/w and 10/w, (w = thickness of slab).

The maximum photoconductive response is evidently
reached by strong absorption in thin slabs with high
bulk lifetime and negligible surface recombination.

This situation holds for curves I, 1; II, 1. If in addition
the back surface recombination is dominant over the
bulk recombination, 8"«S2, one finds the maximum
value of the PME response to be

—I,t-&/(qHIw) 1. (31)

This case prevails in curves I, 2, 3; II, 2, 3.
On the other hand, if both surface recombination

velocities are dominant over the bulk lifetime, S~)&R',
S2))$', one 6nds

—I,t-&/(qHIw)~1/(1+St) for S2&&St (32)

(curves I, 2, 3, 6; II, 2, 3, 6), or

—I t "/(q8Iw) 1/(2+S) for St——S2——S (33)

(curves I, 5, 9; II, 5, 9), or

(sc) S2

qgIw St(1+ST) E(1+ST)
for St)S2 (34)

E=St/Sm (35)

(curves I, 4, 7, 8; II, 4, 7, 8). In the last case, Eq. (34),
the function is negative for small values of E, its mag-
nitude decreases like 1/E and reverses its sign at
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(41)I (soi )
lim )—

qHItn) Si(1+Ss)
(36)

(curves V, 7—9; VI, 7—9).
The sign reversal in this case (W))1) occurs where E

is a solution ofIn general, the sign reversal for long bulk lifetimes,
8'«1, occurs where E is a solution of the transcendental
equation

(E+W)e-&/(W+S, )=—(E—W)/(E+S, ), (42)

which for E«8' reduces to

E inC (W+Si)/(W+Ss) $.
SiEe ~+ (Si+Ss+W')e ir+ESs Si+S—s+W') ——(37)

(43)
reducing to

curves I, 4, 8; II, 4, 8). The limiting value at large E is recombination one finds

I t-i/(rI0Itn) ~1/S—i

Z = (S,+S,+W')/S, (38)
for large E.

In the case of short bulk lifetimes, W&)1, and strong
absorption, E))8",one obtains

For E to be positive, S~ has to be larger than S~. In
the case where the front surface recombination is
dominant, S~&)$', and the back surface recombination
negligible, S2«8', we obtain

—I t-i/(q0Itn) 1/(W+Si), (39)
E ln(Si/W)

(curves V, 7, 8; VI, 7, 8).
thus independent of the back surface recombination.
In addition for dominant bulk recombination, 8'))Si, 3. Ratio of pME Response Over photoconductanceone has

t,oi 40 The ratio of PME response over photoconductance—I.t so&/(q0Im) 1/W
is often measured because of its independence from the

curves V 1—6; VI, 1—6), and for dominant front surface incident light inten
'

y.
'

tensit . Its behavior as a function of7
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density, PD/(Irv), vs reduced distance,

absorption coefFicient is plotted in Fig. 3. The ratio
changes the sign at the same E as the PME response,
of course, and its general characteristics become ap-
parent by a comparison with the corresponding curves
of Figs. 1 and 2. The plot shows under what conditions
the eGect is strongly dependent on absorption co-
eScient in which case extreme caution is advised when
such measurements are used to determine recombina-
tion parameters (unless monochromatic light of a well-
defined absorption coefficient is used). The graphs also
show under what circumstances the effect is particularly
sensitive to bulk lifetime or one of the surface recom-
bination velocities leading to guidelines for the proper
experimental conditions, depending on which quantity
is to be measured. In certain cases it appears feasible
to measure two or all three of the recombination pa-
rameters by fi.tting an experimental curve to the
theoretical ones. Measuring the sample with the light
erst incident on one surface and then on the other may
also prove helpful in many cases.

Figure 4 which is practically self-explanatory has
been included to show the carrier density prodles across
the slab for several conditions.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the help of Mrs. H. S.
Perlman in carrying out all the numerical calculations
and to thank F. A. Brand and H. Mette, all of these
Laboratories, for interesting discussions on the experi-
mental aspects of the problem.
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EBect of Isotopes on Low-Temperature Theiiiial Con(Iuctivity*

GLEN A. SLACK

Genera/ E/ectric Research Laboratory, Schenectady, Rem Fork

(Received September 4, 1956)

A»naly»s « the experimental results of the low-temperature thermal conductivity of single crystals of
Si, Ge, and KCl indicates that their maximum conductivities are limited by isotope scattering of phonons
rather than by umklapp processes. The isotope scattering in solid helium and sapphire is suKciently lo~ so
that nearly pure umklapp scattering can be observed. The measured thermal conductivities of Si02, KBr,
and diamond appear to still be limited by impurities. However, even in pure crystals of these three materials
the isotope scattering precludes the appearance of pure umklapp scattering.

' "N simple insulating crystals the thermal energy is
~ ~ transported by the lattice vibrations. ' The vibra-
tions of an infinite, perfectly periodic lattice can be
described in terms of phonons. '' Any disturbance in
the perfect periodicity of the lattice which produces
scattering of the phonons produces a thermal resistance.

*Part of this work. was done while the author was at Cornell
University.

P. Debye, Vortrage Ober die Einetische Theone der JI/laterie
Nnct der Electrisitat (B.G. Teubner, Berlin, 1914), pp. 17-60.

s R. E. Peierls, Ann. Physik 3, 1055 (1929).
e J. Frenkel, Wave Mechanics Etementary Theory (O—xford Uni-

versity Press, London, 1932), p. 266.

A monatomic crystal of an element which possesses
more than a single, naturally occurring isotope will not
have a perfectly periodic lattice. Atoms of the several
isotopes will be randomly distributed on the lattice
sites. This random variation in the atomic mass will
produce a thermal resistivity. This isotope effect was
pointed out by Pomeranchuk4 in 1942, and a calcula-
tion of the magnitude of the thermal resistivity caused
by isolated lattice points of differing mass was given by
Klemens' in 1955. The isotope resistivity will be most

e I. Pomeranchuk, J. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 6, 237 (1942).
e P. G. Klemens, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 468, 1113 (1955).


